We have on the phone line, the Secretary General of the
CGT of Argentina, Mr. Hugo Moyano. The CGT is the most
important labor institution in Argentina, of this ally country,
and they have carried out a very important campaign and series of activities to reverse the privatization in social security
and other areas. So I would like to ask Mr. Hugo Moyano to
speak to us, to greet us and to also make brief remarks on what
Mr. LaRouche and Mr. Agustín Rodríguez have been saying,
and also Yasmir Fariña. So please proceed, Mr. Moyano.

Hugo Moyano:
Labor’s Success in Argentina
Thank you very much. I’m the Secretary General of the
CGT of Argentina, and as you just correctly said, we had a
campaign which began when social security was privatized.
I’ve been involved in this for many years, because I’m a trucker, a teamster in Argentina, and from the beginning of the situation that was created with the privatization of social security,
we rejected this. Because time showed us that workers were
being harmed in a really significant way by this. And this
meant not only the worker who is going to retire tomorrow,
but the guy who is retired now, because the savings funds
which allowed a certain level of pension to be available to retired workers, would be looted.
So, what we have achieved now, after many years of
struggle, is we have gotten the government to see that this
privatized system which has existed in the country for many
years, was totally damaging to the workers. And this led to the
modification of the law, which is what we were demanding.
We didn’t say that there shouldn’t be private pension funds.
We said that workers should actually have the option of deciding where their savings should be held: if they wanted the
state to keep it, or if they wanted it to go into a private fund.
That’s all that we were asking for. And, fortunately, thank
God, this has become a reality, and since then some 600700,000 workers have, on a voluntary basis, moved back into
the state pension system. So now there is a policy where this
has been clarified for workers, so workers can see what real
benefits they get, either from private pension funds or public
pension funds.
So we’ve achieved a very important objective, and I think
that we’ve managed to salvage the dignity of workers. I don’t
know whether what’s happened in other parts of the world is
the same as what was happening here in Argentina.
Here, in Argentina, we used to say, almost as as a joke, that
people could get divorced if they wanted to, but they couldn’t
change from a private pension fund to another one. So we
said, at least let them have a choice. Don’t force them, as unfortunately occurred under this perverse system of privatized
social security that existed previously. So that they have a
choice, they have an option. They can go to the private sector,
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or the public one. They have a free choice. And that ’s what we
have achieved.
And, I reiterate, this has made it possible for what I think
is now a million workers to return to the state-run pension system for their retirement funds. . . .
I would like to add that, first, I agree with the remarks of
the speaker who referred to Margaret Thatcher and Pinochet:
I agree totally with what he said.
And I want to point out that the struggle which we waged
for so long, was fundamentally against a destructive power,
that of the reigning economic power, the evil economic models that were imposed on us in the decade of the ’90s, whose
fundamental weapon was the media.
It was hard to come out and contradict what the media
was saying, through their spokesmen, who in many cases
were journalists or government officials. It was very hard to
think anything contrary, because you came off like an extraterrestrial being. Because it was a whole wave and destructive tendency which neoliberalism was imposing on us, as I
said, fundamentally with the lethal weapon of the way the
media were used. That’s why we had this fight. It was very
hard, in many ways it was lonely, and it was against a very
powerful enemy.
That’s why what we have achieved is truly a very important step. And we say that we only wanted to be given the free
choice. We didn’t want to be forced, or for workers to be
forced, to go to privatized funds. We wanted a free choice; let
the worker decide. And that, thank God, we achieved.
But it doesn’t end there, because in our country, even
though there has been a very, very important change from the
economic standpoint, the social standpoint, the political standpoint, there are still after-effects of neoliberalism, which in
our country was really very strong. So much so that they practically sold off or handed over all of the state sector companies, which were the patrimony of the people, which the people had obtained through many generations of effort and
sacrifice.
Moncayo: Thank you very much for your comments. We
would like very much to ask you to stay on if you could for the
second part of our discussion. Mr. LaRouche is going to have
to leave. He will perhaps have some closing remarks to make,
and then I would ask Mr. Agustín Rodríguez to also have some
closing words.

Conclusion:
No More Concessions to Evil!
LaRouche: The evil that we’ve been discussing today, so
far, is an evil with which I’m quite familiar from a long period
of struggle, especially since the developments and changes of
1971, where the United States went in the direction of LonEIR June 22, 2007

is typical of the world situation, but especially of the relations within the Americas. And we have put up with this! We
have protested, but we have not treated
this as what it is, as an evil! It’s time for
that sense of urgency, that we must make
a fundamental change in the world system
now. We can not make concessions to evil
forever, because too many people will
suffer if we don’t change the system. The
time has come where the system is coming down, and this is the time for us to put
in our word for the changes which have
been waiting too long to be brought on.
Moncayo: Thank you, Mr. LaRouche.
We’re really enthusiastic about the ideas
you’ve presented, which we will carry on
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have to leave. Before asking Mr. Agustín
(right) with Argentine President Néstor Kirchner. “After many years of struggle,” Moyano
said, “we have gotten the government to see that this privatized system which has existed in Rodríguez to close this session, let me advise everyone that, in the coming hour,
the country for many years was totally damaging to the workers.”
there will be presentations from various
other gatherings. In Argentina, from the
don-directed fascism. And what I’ve heard today, on discusAPOPS (Union of Social Security Workers) who are meeting
sions of this and that, all are reflections of things I saw coming
in an auditorium of the CGT, and we will hear from the Assisand happening 30 and 40 years ago. And the interesting thing
tant Secretary General, Salvador Fernández, who will join us
is, now today we’ve discussed them, but as those of you who
shortly. And in Lima, we will hear from the Dean of the Ashave spoken really know, you’ve been living through this
sociation of Professors of Peru, Carlos Gallardo, who is also
kind of process for decades! You had a case, like the case of
following this webcast closely.
Pinochet: The degradation that Pinochet represented is not
I would like to ask Mr. Agustín Rodríguez for closing reunderstood! Here’s a man who was practically a prostitute for
marks.
London! And he’s featured as some kind of a military hero!
Some kind of a figure for respect! Begging for favors and petRodríguez: Thank you very much: Only to thank Mr. Laty stealing through the Riggs Bank, which is essentially a part
Rouche, and recognize his great willingness to have this kind
of what we’re getting now with this BAE operation. He’s esof exchange of views, which in the final analysis, constructs a
sentially a lickspittle of the British Empire.
pathway to transform this economic model, which we have
And you see this all over the place.
been enduring and suffering for so many long years.
We have to have a sense of this. It’s important to have it,
It’s important that the subject of social security be dealt
because people have to realize, that what they have allowed to
with in more detail ahead, because the discussion and the fight
be done, what they have praised, what they have voted for in
is not going to end soon, and that we address this in terms of
the United States and in other countries, this was evil. We had
the experiences which people are going through in Chile, in
descriptions today of suffering of people in Mexico, in Chile,
Argentina, and elsewhere.  And to look at the positive side of
in Argentina, so far. But this has been going on, it’s becoming
how we can construct an alternative proposal.
worse. It was obvious to us at the beginning of this process in
Here in Mexico, the model which is being imposed
1982, when the real wave of crushing of South America bethrough the new ISSSTE law, has a very peculiar characterisgan. It was all there. It was there from 1971. It was clear!  But
tic:  It’s being imposed upon workers, they are required to acpeople now are looking at something which has been going on
cept it. The aspect which the brother from the CGT of Argenfor more than a generation—for most people, it’s up to almost
tina was referring to, where it was made optional or voluntary,
two generations of suffering of their adult life experience, and
is not happening here. Here it’s required and enforced.  That’s
now we’re looking at it.
the scheme under the current law, and that’s what has forced
This is not just an issue of making some improvements.
us to create a great political movement.
This is an issue of saying, this kind of behavior—which we
So, Mr. LaRouche, we want to thank you very much.  We
have addressed in part in a few remarks here and there today—
will be in communication for further exchanges ahead.
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